Video Slot

ROBOTS: ENERGY CONFLICT
The stars and outer space have been
interesting themes for humans for a long
period of time. The history of one of the
automatic stations on the distant star
found its embodiment in the slot produced
by Evoplay Entertainment.
The stunning graphics will allow a player to
experience all aspects of the confrontation
in the struggle for energy crystals. Also,
three types of Free Spins will not leave
anyone indifferent. Hurry up, the big wins
are waiting for you!

Game Summary
Game Type

VIDEO SLOT
Game Resolution

Technology

HTML5
RTP

FULL HD (16:9)

96%

Volatility

Mobile

Platforms

Vertical View

MED HIGH

Yes

Yes

Information

Game Features
FREESPINS
The appearance of Scatter on the whole reel activates 8 Free
Spins. There are three types of Free Spins in the game and each
of them differs by its bonus feature. Be careful, Kain will
actively interfere with you!
V.E.I. FREESPINS
If the Wild appears on the reel then V.E.I. loads a weapon and
shots up to 7 times after a complete loading. Additional Wild
symbols appear on that places where V.E.I. hits.
B.E.I. FREESPINS
B.E.I.’s shots are quite rare but they are a highly effective. After
a complete loading, B.E.I. shoots two times, changing the
symbols into the Sticky Wild till the end of Free Spins.
FATBOY FREESPINS
FatBoy’s double volley fire hides two random reels by Wild
symbols. Maybe he seems clumsy but it's better not to stand on
his way!
KAIN
During Free Spins, Kain tries to overmaster the droids. Be
careful! Captured droids will take energy from the symbols in
favor of Kain, remaining on the reels till they are released.
Energy stones, from which all energy has been taken away, do
not participate in winning combinations.

Mobile + desktop

Yes

Mobile vertical

Yes

Reels

5

Rows

3

Bet lines

25

Min bet (coins)

25

Max bet (coins)

2500

Hit Frequency

30%

FreeGame

1 in 149

Win Amount
BigWin (15xBet)

1 in 82

SuperWin (40xBet)

1 in 350

MegaWin (70xBet)

1 in 597

EpicWin (100xBet)

1 in 736

Max payout for times bet
observed in 500 million spins:
MainGame

285

FreeGame

2322

